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Let N be an irreducible subfactor of a type II1 factor M. If the Jones index [M : N]
is finite, then the set Lat(N/M) of the intermediate subfactors for the inclusion
N/M forms a finite lattice. The commuting and co-commuting square conditions
for intermediate subfactors are related to the modular identity in the lattice
Lat(N/N). In particular, simplicity of a finite group G is characterized in terms
of commuting square conditions of intermediate subfactors for N/M=N < G. We
investigate the question of which finite lattices can be realized as intermediate
subfactor lattices.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
The study of the lattice structure of von Neumann subalgebras started
with the fundamental paper ‘‘On rings of operators’’ [MN] by Murray and
von Neumann in 1936. Let H be a Hilbert space and B(H) the algebras of
bounded linear operators on H. For von Neumann subalgebras M and N
of B(H), let M 6 N=(M _ N)" and M 7N=M & N. Then the set of von
Neumann subalgebras of B(H) forms a lattice. In the introduction of their
paper, Murray and von Neumann considered the lattice to motivate the
definition of factors. In the same paper, they also considered the lattice of
projections of a factor, which had become much more important than the
lattice of von Neumann subalgebras.
There have been a few important contributions to the study of the lattice
structure of von Neumann subalgebras since 1936. For example, in 1963
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of Theorem 2.2 is implicitly contained in [P3].
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H. Araki [Ar] established a lattice isomorphism from a lattice of subspaces
of a Hilbert space into a lattice of von Neumann subalgebras in quantum
field theory (see also [HK] and [DHR]). Investigation of a Galois corre-
spondence between intermediate subfactor lattices of type II1 factors and
subgroup lattices was initiated by Nakamura and Takeda [NT1], [NT2]
in 1960. In a more general context, the structure of von Neumann sub-
algebras was investigated by Skau [Sk] and Christensen [Chr].
Since the work of Jones [Jo] on index for subfactors, the classification
of subfactors has been studied by many people ([BN], [EK], [GDJ],
[HKo], [HS], [I], [IK], [Ka], [Ko], [KY], [Lo], [O1], [PP1],
[P1], [P2], [SV], [Wa], [We1], [We2], [Yo]. . .).
In this article we begin an investitgation of the lattice structure of inter-
mediate subfactors. We shall show that commuting and co-commuting
square conditions are related to the modular identity in the intermediate
subfactor lattice. As a bonus we will characterize the simplicity of groups
in terms of the commuting square condition.
It should be noted that a nice characterization of intermediate subfactors
has been obtained by Bisch [Bi] and Ocneanu [O2]. However, we did not
use this characterization here.
2. FINITENESS OF INTERMEDIATE SUBFACTOR LATTICES
Let M be a factor and N a subfactor of M such that N$ & M=C. Let K
be an intermediate von Neumann subalgebra for the inclusion N/M.
Since K$ & K/N$ & M=C, K is a factor automatically. Therefore the set
Lat(N/M) of all intermediate subfactors for N/M forms a lattice under
the two operations 7 and 6 defined by
K1 7 K2=K1 & K2
and
K1 6 K2=(K1 _ K2)"
The lattice Lat(N/M) clearly has a least element N and a greatest ele-
ment M. Galois theory suggests that many properties of the inclusion
N/M must be analyzed through the study of Lat(N/M).
For K # Lat(N/M), the Jones projection eMK is defined as the projec-
tion of L2(M) onto L2(K), and we have eMK # N$ & (M, e
M
N ) . Furthermore,
for A, B # Lat(N/M), A/B if and only if eMA e
M
B , because if A is not
contained in B, then there exist a # A with a  B. Since (I&E MB )(a){0, we
have (I&eMB )(e
M
A ){0.
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We also note that for A, B # Lat(N/M), we have eA 7 B=eA 7 eB . But
eA 6 B {eA 6 eB in general (see [SW]).
Example 2.1. Let P be a type II1 factor, G a finite group, and
:: G  Aut P an outer action. Then the crossed product M=P <: G#N=P
and the fixed point algebra N=PG/M=P give two kinds of inclusions
which are dual in a certain sense. As found by Nakamura-Takeda [NT1]
and [NT2], the intermediate subfactor lattice Lat(P/P <: G) is
isomorphic to the subgroup lattice L(G) of G, and the intermediate sub-
factor lattice Lat(PG/P) is isomorphic to the dual lattice of L(G). In
particular, if G is abelian, Lat(P / P <: G) and Lat(PG / P) are
isomorphic.
It is a fruitful idea to regard the intermediate subfactor lattice
Lat(N/M) as a generalization of the subgroup lattice L(G). If G is a
finite group, then the subgroup lattice L(G) is clearly a finite set. Thus we
may expect that the finiteness of the Jones index [M : N] implies that
Lat(N/M) is a finite set. But it is easy to see that this is not true. In fact,
for example, let M=NM4(C). Then [M : N] is finite, but Lat(N/M)
is an infinite set. But Example 2.1 also suggests that we may suppose
N$ & M=C. Then the above analogy works well. However, we should note
that using the perturbation theory of von Neumann subalgebras due to
E. Christensen [Chr], Pimsner and Pop [PP2], and B. Mashhood [Ma],
this can essentially be proven.
It is known that there exist only finitely many intermediate subfactors up
to inner conjugacy, as shown by S. Popa implicitly [P3] and by
B. Mashhood explicitly [Ma]. The following theorem shows that we can
drop inner conjugacy if we add the condition N$ & M=C.
Theorem 2.2. Let M be a type II1 factor and N a subfactor of M with
N$ & M = C. If the Jones index [M : N] is finite, then the intermediate
subfactor lattice Lat(N/M) is a finite set.
Proof. Let M1=(M, eMN ). Since [M : N] is finite, N$ & M1 is finite
dimensional. Hence, we have
*[[M : K] | K # Lat(N/M)]
=*[(trM1(e
M
K ))
&1 | K # Lat(N/M)]
*[(trM1( p))
&1 | p is a non-zero projection in N$ & M1]
2dim (N$ & M1)<.
Therefore it suffices to show that for a fixed constant c>1,
[K # Lat(N/M) | [M : K]=c] is a finite set. On the contrary, suppose
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that the set were an infinite set. Since N$ & M1 is finite dimensional,
[ p # N$ & M1 | p is a projection with trM1( p)=c] is a compact Hausdorff
space in uniform topology. Therefore there exists a sequence (Kn)n in
Lat(N/M) and a projection p # N$ & M1 such that &eMKn&p&  0
(n  ), trM1(e
M
Kn)=trM1( p)=c and Kn {Km (if n{m).
Pimsner and Popa [PP2; proposition] and Mashhood [Ma; Theorem 6.2]
showed that for a constant c>1, there exists $>0 such that if two sub-
factors A, B/M satisfy [M : A]=[M : B]=c and &E MB (a)&a&2<$ for
a # A with &a&1, then there exists a unitary u # M such that B=uAu*.
Since we have
&E MB (a)&a&2&E
M
B (a)&E
M
A (a)&2&e
M
B &e
M
A &,
for a # A with &a&1, choosing a subsequence, we may assume that there
exists a sequence (Kn)n in Lat(N/M) and unitaries un # M such that
Kn=un K1un* and Kn {Km (if n{m).
Fix natural number n and m with n{m. Define an onto *-isomorphism
.: Kn  Km by
.(x)=umun*x(umun*)* for x # Kn
Then for any z # N(/Kn), we have .(z)um un*=umun*z and
E MKm(.(z)umun*)=E
M
Km(umun*z).
Since z # N/Km and .(z) # .(N)/.(Kn)/Km , we have
.(z) E MKm(umun*)=E
M
Km(umun*)z,
that is,
umun*z(um un*)*E MKm(umun*)=E
M
Km(umun*)z.
Hence we see that unu*mE MKm(umun*) # N$ & M=C and there exists a scalar
* such that E MKm(umun*)=*umun*. Suppose that *{0. Then umun* # Km ,
and Kn=.&1(Km)=(umun*)*Km(umun*)=Km . This is a contradiction.
Therefore *=0 and E MKm(umun*)=0. Hence we have E
M
N (um un*)=
EKmN E
M
Km(umun*)=0.
Let Hn be the & &2 closure of ’(Nun) in L2(M) for n=1, 2, 3, . . .. If n{m,
then Hn and Hm are orthogonal to each other. In fact for x # N and y # N,
(’(xum)|’( yun))=tr(un*y*xum)=tr(umun*y*x)=tr(E MN (umun*) y*x)=0.
Since dimN Hn = 1, [M : N] = dimN L2(M)  dimN(n Hn) = . This
contradicts the assumption that [M : N] is finite. Therefore Lat(N/M) is
a finite set. Q.E.D.
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Remark. By the above theorem, we can draw pictures of intermediate
subfactor lattices Lat(N/M) using their Hasse diagrams.
The following duality on basic construction is trivially proved, but useful
to note.
Propostion 2.3. Let M be a factor and N a subfactor of M with
N$ & M=C. Then Lat(M/(M, eN) ) is the dual lattice of Lat(N/M).
Proof. This immediately follows from the fact that
M=JMM$JM /JM N$JM=(M, eN). Q.E.D.
In the remainder of this section, we show that the class of intermediate
subfactor lattices is actually larger than the class of subgroup lattices and
their duals.
Definition 2.4. Let L(Groups) be the class of finite lattices which are
isomorphic to Lat(N/N < G) for a certain type II1 factor N and an outer
action :: G  Aut N of a finite group G. Similarly, let L(Group duals) be
the class of finite lattices which are isomorphic to Lat(MG/M) for a cer-
tain type II1 factor M and an outer action : of a finite group G on M. Let
L(Subfactors) be the class of finite lattices which are isomorphic to
Lat(N/M) for a certain subfactor N/M of a type II1 factor M such that
[M : N]< and N$ & M=C. We note that L(Groups) is in fact the class
of finite lattices which are isomorphic to subgroup lattices, and L(Group
duals) is in fact the class of finite lattices which are dually isomorphic
to subgroup lattices. Note that L(Subfactors) clearly contains both
L(Groups) and L(Group duals).
Proposition 2.5. The following hold.
(1) There exists a lattice L such that L # L(Groups) and L  L(Group
duals).
(2) There exists a lattice L such that L # L(Group duals) and
L  L(Groups).
(3) There exists a lattice L such that L # L(Subfactors),
L  L(Groups), and L  L(Group duals).
Proof. (1) Consider the lattice L and its dual lattice L depicted in
Figure 1. Let G=((x, y|x4=1, x2y&2=1, y&1xyx=1)) be the quaternion
group. Then the subgroup lattice L(G) is isomorphic to L [Wei; Result
4.4.2]. Since L&L(G)&Lat(R/R < G), we have L # L(Groups). We
shall show that L  L(Group duals). on the contrary, assume that
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Figure 1
L # L(Group duals). Then there exists a finite group H such that
L &L(H). Consider the subgroups H1 , H2 , H3 and H4 of H shown in
Figure 1. Take a # H"H1 . Let A=((a)) be the subgroup of G generated
by a. Since A is not contained in any of the sets H1 , H2 , H3 , H4 or [1],
we have A=H. This shows that H is a cyclic group. Since H is abelian,
L &L(H) must be self dual. This is a contradiction. Thus L  L(Group
duals).
(2) By the above argument and duality, we see that L # L(Group
duals) and L  L(Groups).
(3) Consider the lattice K shown in Figure 1. We can use the same
argument as above to show that K  L(Groups) and K  L(Group duals).
we note that the lattice S in Figure 1 is isomorphic to L(Z2ZZ3Z).
Since we can add any chains to the top or bottom in the class L(Subfactors)
(this fact will be shown later, in Theorem 4.5), we have the result that
K # L(Subfactors).
3. COMMUTING SQUARES AND MODULAR IDENTITY
Recall that continuous geometry was invented by von Neumann [Ne] as
a continuous analog of projective geometry, and the first example was
given by a projection lattice of a type II1 factor. Continuous geometry is a
continuous complemented modular lattice. Since we can regard an inter-
mediate subfactor lattice as a quantization of continuous geometry, it is
important to first study modular identity in intermediate subfactor lattices.
We shall show that modular identity is connected with commuting (and
co-commuting) square conditions. As a bonus we will find how to charac-
terize the simplicity of groups in terms of commuting square conditions of
intermediate subfactors for inclusions of crossed products.
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Recall that a lattice L is said to be modular if it satisfies the following
modular identity for any x, y, z # L:
If xz, then x 6 ( y 7z)=(x 6 y) 7 z.
Dedekind showed that the set of normal subgroups of a group forms a
modular lattice. The modular identity in the subgroup lattice L(G) of a
group G is closely connected with the notion of permutable subgroups.
Two subgroups H and K of a group G are said to be permutable if
HK=KH, so that H 6K=HK=KH. It is also known that H and K are
permutable if and only if [H : H & K] = [H 6 K : K]. If H and K are
permutable, then the modular identity
(H 6 K) 7 C=H 6 (K 7C) for C#H
is satisfied. A subgroup H of a group G is called quasi-normal if H is per-
mutable with all subgroups of G. In particular, normal subgroups are
quasi-normal (see the book by M. Suzuki [Su] for details).
Sano and Watatani [SW] noticed that the permutability of subgroups is
connected with the commuting square condition for the commutants.
Below we will introduce the notion of co-commuting squares to clarify the
relation. The co-commuting square condition is also related to a formula
of relative entropy, as discussed in Wierzbicki and Watatani [WW].
Definition 3.1. Let N be a von Neumann algebra on a Hilbert space
H with a fixed (finite faithful normal) trace {$ on N$. A diagram
A / M
_ _
N / B
of von Neumann algebras on H is called a co-commuting square if the
diagram
A$ / N$
_ _
M$ / B$
of their commutants is a commuting square. In particular we have
M=A6 B, because M$=A$ & B$.
In the following we consider only the case that N$ is a finite factor, there-
fore we do not worry about the choice of traces. Furthermore, if M is a type
II1 factor and N a subfactor of M with [M : N]<, then the co-commuting
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square condition does not depend on the choice of the Hilbert space H on
which M acts if N$ is finite, as shown in Proposition 4.1 of Sano-Watatani
[SW] and [WW]. In the terminology of anlges between two subfactors
presented in [SW], the above co-commuting square condition is written as
Op-angM(A, B)=[?2] by definition. The following proposition is essen-
tially a rewriting of Corollary 7.1 in SanoWatatani [SW].
Proposition 3.2. Let M be a type II1 factor and N a subfactor with
[M : N]<. Let A and B be intermediate subfactors for N/M. Suppose
that the diagram
A / A6 B
_ _
A 7 B / B
is a commuting square. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) The diagram
A / A6 B
_ _
A 7 B / B
is a co-commuting square.
(2) A6 B=AB.
(3) AB=BA.
(4) [A : A 7 B] = [A 6 B : B], i.e., (A 7 B, A, B, A 7 B) is a
parallelogram.
(5) A6 B=AB _ strong, where AB=[ finite aibi | ai # A and bi # B],
and we may replace the role of A and B in the above conditions.
Definition 3.3. Let M be a II1 factor and N a subfactor of N with
[M : N]<. Let A be an intermediate subfactor for N/M. Then we say
that A is quasi-normal (or doubly commuting) if for any intermediate sub-
factor B for N/M, the diagram
A / A6 B
_ _
A 7 B / B
is a commuting and co-commuting square.
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For example, it is trivial that M and N are quasi-normal intermediate
subfactors for N/M. Some non-trivial examples are given by the crossed
products by normal subgroups as follows:
Propostion 3.4. Let N be a type II1 factor and :: G  Aut N be an
outer action of a finite group G. Consider the crossed product M=N <: G.
Let H be a subgroup of G and A=N < H an intermediate subfactor for
N/M. Then A=N < H is quasi-normal if and only if H is quasi-normal. In
particular is H is a normal subgroup of G, then A=N < H is quasi-normal.
Proof. Any intermediate subfactor B has the form B=N <: K for some
subgroup K of G, as shown by NakamuraTakeda [NT]. Therefore the
diagram
A / B
_ _
A 7B / B
is always a commuting square. Hence
A / A6 B
_ _
A 7 B / B
is a co-commuting square if and only if [A : A 7 B]=[A 6 B : B], by
Proposition 3.2. Since this implies that [H : H & K]=[H 6 K : K], it is
equivalent to the condition that H and K are permutable. Therefore A is
a quasinormal intermediate subfactor if and only if H is a quasinormal sub-
group. Q.E.D.
Remark. It is also known that H is a normal subgroup of G if and only
if M is a crossed product of A by a certain group (see for example Teruya
[Te]).
We now discuss the characteristization of the simplicity of groups in
terms of subfactors using commuting and co-commting square conditions.
Propostion 3.5. Let N be a type II1 factor and :: G  Aut N be an
outer action of a finite group G. Then G is simple if and only if any
quasi-normal intermediate subfactor for N/M is N or M.
Proof. Suppose that G is not simple. Then there exists a non-trivial
normal subgroup H of G. Thus A=N <: H is a non-trivial quasi-normal
intermediate subfactor, by Proposition 3.4. Conversely, suppose that G is
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simple. By Proposition 1.3 in Suzuki [Su], if H is a maximal quasi-normal
subgroup of G, then H is a normal subgroup of G. Therefore there exist no
non-trivial quasi-normal subgroups. Thus by Proposition 3.4, there exists
no noncrivial quasi-normal subfactor. Q.E.D.
Remark. We also have fixed point algebra versions of Proposition 3.4
and 3.5, because the commutant of a quasi-normal intermediate subfactor
is also quasi-normal.
Definition 3.6. Let M be a factor and N a subfactor of M with N{M.
Then N is a maximal subfactor of M if for any intermediate subfactor A in
N/M we have A=N or A=M.
Remark. If [M : N]<4, then N is a maximal subfactor of M. But even
if G is a simple group, N is not a maximal subfactor of N <: G in general,
because G can have many subgroups. We see that N is a maximal subfactor
of M=N <: G if and only if G is a cyclic group of prime order. Therefore
the condition of maximality of a subfactor is much stronger than simplicity
of the corresponding group. If M=NMn(C), then N is a maximal sub-
factor of M if and only if n is a prime number. Therefore it may be thought
that maximal subfactors behave like prime numbers. For example, consider
the tetrahedral group G=((x, y|x3=1, y3=1, (xy)2=1)). Let K=((x))
be the subgroup of G generated by x. Then K is a maximal subgroup of G,
and [G: K]=4 [Wei; Result 4.6.10]. Therefore N=R < K is a maximal
subfactor of M=R < G, but [M : N]=4. Since maximal subgroups have
rich geometrical structure, as seen in [KL], we may expect similar struc-
ture for maximal subfactors.
Remark. Let G be a finite group. Consider the diagonal embedding of
G into G_G. Let P be a type II1 factor and :: G_G  Aut P be an outer
action. Then N=P <: G is a maximal subfactor of M=P <: (G_G) if and
only if G is a simple group.
Proposition 3.7. Let Ni be a subfactor of a type II1 factor Mi with
[Mi : Ni]< for i=1, 2. Put M=M1 M2 and N=N1 N2 . If
N$i & Mi=C, then M1 N2 and N1 M2 are quasi-normal intermediate
subfactors for N/M.
Proof. Let ei be the Jones projections for Ni /Mi (i=1, 2). Then ei is
a central projection in N$i & (Mi , ei) by Propostion 1.9 in Pimsher-Popa
[PP1]. For any intermediate subfactor B in N/M, let eMB be the Jones
projection for B/M. Then
eMB # N$ & M=(N$1 & (M1 , e1) ) (N$2 & (M2 , e2) ).
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Since the Jones projection for M1 N2 /M is Ie2 , and Ie2 is central
in N$ & M, it commutes with eMB . Thus the diagram
M1N2 / M
_ _
(M1 N2) & B / B
is a commuting square. Applying the same argument for the commutant
(M1 N2)$=M$1 N$2 in the inclusion M$=M$1 M$2 /N$=N$1 N$2 ,
we conclude that M1 N2 is a quasi-normal intermediate subfactor.
Q.E.D.
We now return to the relation between modular identity and the
commuting square condition. The following is a key lemma.
Lemma 3.8. Let M be a type II1 factor and N a subfactor of M such that
[M : N]< and N$ & M=C. Let P, Q and X be intermediate subfactors
for N/M such that P/X. Suppose that the diagram
P / P 6 Q
_ _
P 7 Q / Q
is a commuting and co-commuting square. If the diagram
X / M
_ _
X 7Q / Q
is a commuting square, then we have
(P 6 Q) 7 X=P 6 (Q 7X).
Proof. The inclusion (P 6 Q) 7 X#P 6 (Q 7 X) is trivial. Take w in
(P 6 Q) 7 X. By Proposition 3.2, there exist p1 , ..., pn # P and q1 , ..., qn # Q
such that w=i piqi . Since w is also in X,
w=E MX (w)=:
i
E MX ( piqi)=:
i
piE MX (qi)
=:
i
piE MX E
M
Q (qi)=:
i
piE MX 7 Q(qi) # P 6 (Q 7 X).
Q.E.D.
Recall the second homomorphism theorem in group theory. Let G be a
group, H be a normal subgroup of G and K be a subgroup of G, then
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HK=KH is a subgroup of G, and we have the canonical isomorphism
K(H & K)&HKH. The following theorem is an analog of that at the level
of intermediate subfactor lattices.
Theorem 3.9. Let M be a type II1 factor and N a subfactor of M such
that [M : N]< and N$ & M=C. Let P and Q be quasi-normal inter-
mediate subfactors for N/M. Then PQ=QP=P 6 Q, and (P, Q) is a
modular pair and also a dual modular pair in the lattice Lat(N/M), that
is, the following modular identities hold: For any X and Y # Lat(N/M),
if Y/Q, then (Q 7P) 6 Y=Q 7 (P 6 Y),
and if P/X, then (P 6 Q) 7 X=P 6 (Q 7 X).
Furthermore, we have the canonical lattice isomorphism
.: Lat(P 7 Q/Q)  Lat(P/P 6Q)
such that .(Y)=P 6 Y and .&1(X)=Q 7 X
for Y # Lat(P 7 Q/Q) and X # Lat(P/P 6Q).
The isomorphism . preserves the Jones index, that is, for any A,
B # Lat(P 7Q/Q), with A#B, we have [.(A): .(B)]=[A: B].
Proof. Applying Lemma 3.8 appropriately, we see that (P, Q) is a
modular and dual modular pair. Put ,(X)=Q 7 X. Then by the modular
identities, we have ,.(Y)=Q 7 (P 6 Y)=(Q 7 P) 6 Y=Y, and similarly
.,(X)=X. Hence ,=.&1. We show that . preserves the Jones index. It
is enough to show that [.(Q): .(B)]=[Q: B] for all B # Lat(P 7 Q/Q).
Since .(Q)=P 6Q, .(B)=P 6 B, and Q is quasi-normal, the diagram
P 6 B / P 6 Q
_ _
B / Q
is a commuting and co-commuting square. Thus by Proposition 3.2,
[.(Q): .(B)]=[Q: B]. Q.E.D.
Remark. The assumption in Theorem 3.9 that P and Q are quasi-
normal intermediate subfactors can be weakened as follows: Suppose that
P / P 6 B
_ _
P 7 B / B
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is co-commuting and
B / B 6 Q
_ _
B 7 Q / Q
is commuting for any B # Lat(N/M). Then the same conclusion follows,
except that the lattice isomorphism . preserves the Jones index. To see
this, first note that
P$ / P$ 6 B$
_ _
P$ 7 B$ / B$
is commuting and
B$ / B$ 6 Q$
_ _
B$ 7 Q$ / Q$
is co-commuting for any B$ # Lat(M$/N$) by taking commutants on
L2(M, tr). Therefore, by Lemma 3.8, we find that for any X # Lat(N/M),
if P/X, then (P 6 Q) 7 X=P 6 (Q 7X).
Then for any Y # Lat(N/M), we have Y$ # Lat(M$/N$) and
if Q$/Y$, then (Q$ 6 P$) 7 Y$=Q$ 6 (P$ 7 Y$).
Thus
if Q#Y, then (Q 7 P) 6 Y=Q 7 (P 6 Y).
Therefore we have the lattice isomorphism .: Lat(P 7 Q/Q) 
Lat(P/P 6Q) as well as Theorem 3.9. Moreover, suppose that P or Q is
quasi-normal. Then the lattice isomorphism . preserves the Jones index as
above.
Example 3.10. Let N be a type II1 factor and :: G  Aut N be an outer
action of a finite group G. Let H be a normal subgroup of G and K a sub-
group of G. Then the intermediate subfactors P=N <: H and Q=N <: K
satisfy the weakened assumption of Theorem 3.9 stated in the Remark
above. The lattice isomorphism .: Lat(P 7Q/Q)  Lat(P/P 6 Q)
corresponds exactly to the group isomorphism f: K(H & K)  HKH
because P 7 Q=N <: (H & K) and P 6 Q=N <: (HK).
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Example 3.11. Let Mi be a type II1 factor and Ni a subfactor of Mi
with [Mi : Ni]< and N$i & M=C for i=1, 2. Put M=M1 M2 and
N=N1 N2 . Then the intermediate subfactors P=M1 N2 and
Q=N1 M2 satisfy the assumption of Theorem 3.9. Then the lattice
isomorphism Lat(P 7 Q/Q)&Lat(P/P 6 Q) is nothing but the lattice
isomorphism Lat(N1 N2 /N1 M2)&Lat(M1 N2 /M1 M2)&
Lat(N2 /M2).
Corollary 3.12. Let M be a type II1 factor and N a subfactor of M
such that [M : N]< and N$ & M=C. Let M1=(M, eN) and
M2=(M1 , eM) . Assume that N$ & M1 and M$ & M2 are abelian. Then
Lat(N/M) is a modular lattice.
4. ADDING CHAINS
We shall now show that we can add chains to the top or the bottom of
any lattice in the class of L(Subfactors). We first prepare some elementary
lemmas.
Lemma 4.1. Let M be a finite factor and N a subfactor of M with
[M : N]<. Also, let K be a finite factor. Then for any subfactor D with
KN/D/KM, there exists a subfactor B such that N/B/M and
D=KB. Moreover B [ KB is an order isomorphism between the sets
of the intermediate subfactors for N/M and that for KN/KM.
Proof. Obvious.
Corollary 4.2. Let N be a type II1 factor and p be a prime number.
Then N is a maximal subfactor of M=NMp(C).
See M. Choda [Cho] for a related fact.
Lemma 4.3. Let M be a type II1 factor and N a subfactor of M with
N$ & M=C. Take b # MM. Suppose that
(nm)b=b(mn) for all m # M and n # N.
Then we have b=0.
Proof. Assume that (nm)b=b(mn) for all m # M and n # N. We
shall show that b=0. On the contrary, suppose that b{0. Then
b*b(mn)=b*(nm)b=(mn) b*b.
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Thus b*b # (MN)$ & (MM)=(M$ & M) (N$ & M)=CC. Since
b{0, there exists a non-zero * # C and a unitary v # MM such that
b=*v. Then (xy)v=v( yx) for all x, y # N, so that (xy)v2=
v( yx)v=v2(xy). Hence v2 # (NN)$ & (MM)=CC. Thus there
exist z # C such that |z|=1 and v2=z 2. Put w=zv=z*&1b. Then w is a
unitary in MM such that w2=1 and (nm) w=w(mn) for all n # N
and m # M. Since we have w*(n*m*)=(m*n*) w* and w=w*, we see
that w(nm)=(mn) w. Therefore for all x, y # M, w(xy) w*=
w(x1) w*w(1y) w*=(1x)( y1)= yx. Since Sakai’s flip flop is
outer [Sa], this is a contradiction. Therefore b=0. Q.E.D.
Lemma 4.4. Let M be a type II1 factor and N a subfactor of M with
N$ & M = C. Let : # Aut(M  M) be Sakai ’s flip flop. Let L=
(MM) <: Z2Z and K=MN. Then K$ & L=CI.
Proof. Let z=a+bu # L for a, b # MM and the unitary u, with
u2=1, which impliments the automorphism :. Suppose that z # K$ & L.
Then for all m # M and n # N, (mn)(a+bu)=(a+bu)(mn). Since
:(mn)=u(mn) u*=nm, it follows that (mn) a=a(mn) and
(mn) b=b(nm). Then b=0 by Lemma 4.3. Since a # (MN)$ &
MM=CC, we have z=a+bu # C. Q.E.D.
Theorem 4.5. Let X be a finite lattice in L(Subfactors) and X t
(resp. Xt ) be the finite lattice adding a chain |%
%
on the top (resp. bottom) of
X. Then X t and Xt are also in L(Subfactors).
Proof. By considering a duality of Proposition 2.3, it suffices to show
that X t is in L(Subfactors). Let M be a type II1 factor and N a subfactor
of M such that N$ & M=C, [M : N]<, and X&Lat(N/M). Let
: # Aut(MM) be Sakai’s flip flop. Put L=(MM) <: Z2Z and
Q=MN. It is sufficient to show that Q$ & L=C and
Lat(Q/L)=[MB|B # Lat(N/M)] _ [L].
The fact that Q$ & L=C is proved in Lemma 4.4. Let D # Lat(Q/L). If
D/MM, then there exists B # Lat(N/M) such that D=MB, by
Lemma 4.1. Now suppose that D is not contained in MM. We must
show that D=L. There exists z # D such that z  MM. Let
H=L2(MM, tr). We will identify L2(L, tr) with HH by the formula
’(x+ yu)=(’(x), ’( y)) for x+ yu # L=(MM) <: Z2Z and x, y # MM.
Let K be the & &2-closure of ’(D) in L2(L, tr) and Kz the & &2-closure of
QJLQJL ’(z). Since z  MM, there exist a, b # MM such that
z=a+bu and b{0. Therefore Kz is not contained in H0. Since z # D
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and Q/D, we have Kz /K. Let Pz (resp. P) be the projection of L2(L, tr)
onto Kz (resp. K). Then Pz is not dominated by
\I0
0
0+ # B(HH).
Note that PzP and
\e
MM
MN
0
0
0+P.
Let ?: L  B(L2(L, tr))=B(HH) be the GNS representation. Then for
a # MM, we have
?(a)=\a0
0
a+ and JL?(a) JL=\
J0aJ0
0
0
J0:(a) J0+ ,
where J0=JMM on H=L2(MM, tr), since ?(a) ’(x+ yu)=’(ax+ayu)
and JL?(a) JL’(x+ yu)=’((x+ yu) a*)=’(xa*+ y:(a*) u) for x+ yu # L
=(MM) <: Z2Z.
Put
P=\pr
q
s+
for some p, q, r, s # B(H), with q=r*. Since Q=MN/D, we have
P # ?(MN)$ & (JL?(MN) JL)$. Thus we have
\pr
q
s+\
a
0
0
a+=\
a
0
0
a+\
p
r
q
s+
and
\pr
q
s+\
J0aJ0
0
0
J0 :(a) J0+=\
J0aJ0
0
0
J0:(a) J0+\
p
r
q
s+
for all a # MN. It therefore follows that p, q, r and s are in
(MN)$ = M$N$ on H = L2(MM) = L2(M)  L2(M), and also
pJ0aJ0=J0aJ0p, qJ0:(a) J0=J0aJ0q, rJ0aJ0=J0:(a) J0r and sJ0:(a) J0=
J0 :(a) J0 s for all a # MN.
Then
s # (M$N$) & ((JMNJM)$ (JM MJM)$)
=(M$ & (M, eN) ) (N$ & M)=CC.
Similarly we have p # (M$ & M) (N$ & (M, eN) ).
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Since P is a projection, s is a scalar such that 0s1. We consider the
three cases s=0, 0<s<1, and s=1. First assume that s=0. Since P is a
projection,
P2=\ pr
r*
0 +
2
=\p
2+r*r
rp
pr*
rr*+=P=\
p
r
r*
0 + .
Hence r=0, and p is a projection. Then we have
PzP=\ p0
0
0+\
I
0
0
0+ .
This is a contradiction. Thus s{0.
Next we assume that s is a scalar with 0<s<1. Since
P2=\ p
2+r*r
rp+sr
pr*+r*s
rr*+s2 +=P=\
p
r
r*
s + ,
rr*+s2=s. Thus rr*=s&s2 is a non-zero scalar. Since r is in the finite
factor M$N$ on H, there exist a unitary w # M$N$ and a non-zero
scalar c such that r=cw. Since r( p+s)=r, and r is invertible, we have
p+s=I. Thus p=I&s is a scalar with 0<p<1. Recall that
\e
MM
MN
0
0
0+P=\
p
r
r*
s + .
Thus we have eMMMN p and p<1. This is a contradiction. Therefore only
the case s=1 can occur. We thus suppose that s=1. Then
P2=\ p
2+r*r
rp+r
pr*+r*
rr*+1 +=\
p
r
r*
1 +=P.
Since rr*+1=1, we have r=0. Then we have
\e
MM
MN
0
0
0+P=\
p
0
0
1+ .
Since trM$N$( p){0, we have tr?(D)$(P)=(tr( p)+1)2> 12. Therefore
[L: D]=1tr?(D)$(P)<2. This implies that [L: D]=1, and thus we have
shown that L=D. Q.E.D.
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5. TENSOR PRODUCTS
As we know that the subgroup lattice L(Z2ZZ2Z) is not
isomorphic to L(Z2Z)_L(Z2Z), the lattice isomorphism
Lat(N1 N2 /M1 M2)&Lat(N1 /M1)_Lat(N2 /M2)
does not hold in general. However, this formula holds in some interesting
cases.
Proposition 5.1. Let Mi be a type II1 factor such that N$i & Mi=C and
2<[Mi : Ni]< for i=1, 2. Denote the Jones projection by ei=eMiNi for
i=1, 2. Assume that N$i & (Mi , ei) is generated by [1, ei], i.e., is isomorphic
to C2. Putting M=M1 M2 and N=N1 N2 , we have Lat(Ni /Mi)=
[N, M]&L (Figure 2), for i=1, 2 and Lat(N/M)=[N, M1 N2 ,
N1 M2 , M]&S (Figure 2). In particular, Lat(N/M)&Lat(N1 /M1)
_Lat(N2 /M2).
Proof. Note that eMN =e1 e2 and (M, e
M
N ) &(M1 , e1) (M2 , e2).
Therefore N$& (M, eMN )=(N$1 & (M1, e1)) (N$2 & (M2 , e2))=(CI+Ce1)
 (CI+Ce2)&C4 has a linear basis [II, e1 I, Ie2 , e1 e2]. Let
K # Lat(N/M). Then eMK e
M
N . Put r=I&(e1 I 6 Ie2).
First consider the case that the inequality eMK e
M
N +r holds. Then
tr(eMK )tr(e
M
N )+tr(r)
=tr(eMN )+1&(tr(e1)+tr(e2)&tr(e1 e2))
=1+2[M1 : N1]&1[M2 : N2]&1&[M1 : N1]&1&[M2 : N2]&1
=2( 12&[M1 : N1]
&1)( 12&[M2 : N2]
&1)+ 12>
1
2 .
Thus [M:K]=tr(eMK )
&1<2. This implies that [M : K]=1 and K=M.
Next consider the case that the inequality eMK e
M
N +r does not
hold. Then we have eMN =e1 e2e
M
K e1 I 6 Ie2 . Therefore e
M
K =
e1 I 6 Ie2 , eMK =e1 I, e
M
K =Ie2 or e
M
K =e1 e2 . Suppose that
Figure 2
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eMK =e1 I 6 Ie2 . Then we have K#N1 M2 and K#M1 N2 . Hence
K=M1 M2 , and thus eMK =Ie
M
N +r. This is a contradiction. Thus
eMK {e1 I 6 Ie2 . The other cases actually occur, and K=N1 M2 ,
K=M2 N2 or K=N1 N2=N. Q.E.D.
Corollary 5.2. There exsits no finite group G such that L(G)&S1
(Figure 2) with [G : A]=[G : B]=[A : 1]=[B : 1]. There exists an inclu-
sion N/M of type II1 factors such that [M : N]<, N$ & M=C, and
Lat(N/M)&S2 (Figure 2) with [M : A]=[M : B]=[A : N]=[B : N].
Proof. Let G be a finite group such that L(G)&S1 (Figure 2). Take
x # G"A and y # G"B. Then put c=xy and consider the subgroup
C=((c)) of G generated by c. Since C is contained in neither A nor B, we
have C=G, so that G is a cyclic group. Therefore G=AB=ZpZ
ZqZ for some distinct prime numbers p and q. Therefore [A : 1]{[B : 1].
Thus there exists no group such that [G : A]=[G : B]=[A : 1]=[B : 1].
Next let [e1 , e2 , e3 , . . .] be a sequence of Jones projections such that
ei ej=ej ei ( |i&j |2) and eiei\1ei={ei for some {&1=4 cos2 ?n (n=5,
6, 7, . . .). Consider the type II1 factors
Mi=[e1 , e2 , e3 , . . .]"#Ni=[e2 , e3 , . . .]" for i=1, 2.
Then, putting N=N1 N2 , M=M1 M2 , A=M1 N2 , and B =
N1 M2 , we have Lat(N/M)&S2 (Figure 2) with [M : A]=[M : B] =
[A : N]=[B : N], by Proposition 5.1. Q.E.D.
6. SOME EXAMPLES
We have shown in Theorem 2.2 that the intermediate subfactor lattice
Lat(N/M) is a finite lattice if [M : N]< and N$ & M=C. It is an
interesting problem to determine which finite lattices are realized as inter-
mediate subfactor lattices. Here we shall examine the lattices with at most
six elements. Their Hasse diagrams are displayed in Figure 3. (c.f., [St;
Chap. 3].
We shall give a certain realization of some of the above lattices using
intermediate subfactor lattices.
Example 6.1. Consider the lattice L1 &Lat(N/N), L2 &Lat(N/
N < Z2Z), L3 &Lat(N/N < Z4Z), L4 &Lat(N/N < Z8Z), L5 &
Lat(N/N < (Z2ZZ3Z)), and L6 &Lat(N/N < Z16Z).
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The lattices L7 and L8 are obtained by adding chains to L5 . Hence L7
and L8 # L(Subfactors) by Theorem 4.5. Also, L9 &Lat(N/N <
(Z2ZZ2Z)). The lattice L10  L(Groups) and L10  L(Group duals).
S. Yoshiara kindly informed me that L10 &Lat(R < P/R < G), where G is
a simple group He of Held, and P is the minimal parabolic subgroup P4
discussed on p. 73 of Ronan-Stroth [RS]. In addition, L11 &Lat(N/N <
Z32Z). The lattices L12 , L13 and L14 are obtained by adding chains to L5 .
Hence by Theorem 4.5, L12 , L13 and L14 # L(Subfactors). Similarly, L15
and L16 # Lat(Subfactors), since they are obtained by adding chains to L10 .
Figure 3
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Let G=((x, y|x4=1, x2y&2=1, y&1xyx=1)) be the quaternion group
(see Example 4.4 in Weinstein [Wei]). Then L17 &Lat(MG/M), and
L18 &Lat(N/N < G).
The lattices L19 , L20  L(Groups) and L19 , L20  L(Group duals). We
do not know whether L19 , L20 # L(Subfactors) or not.
Let S3 (resp. S2) be the symmetric group of order 3 (resp. 2). Let
: # Aut(S3_S3) be the flip flop. Put G=(S3_S3) < :Z2Z and H=
S2 _S2 . Then H is a subgroup of G, L21 &Lat(R < H/R < G), and
L22 &Lat(RG/RH).
The lattice L23 &Lat(N/N < Z12Z). We consider S2 to be a subgroup
of S4 , and correspondingly the lattice L24 &Lat(R < S2 /R < S4).
The lattice L25 &Lat(N/N < (Z3ZZ3Z)). Or, considering the
dihedral group D6=((x, y|x3=1, y2=1, (xy)2=1)) , we have L25 &
Lat(N/N < D6).
From the above examination, we have the following:
Proposition 6.2. Any finite lattice with at most five elements can be
realized as an intermediate subfactor lattice.
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